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What Does Material Mean?

Everything around us is made from a material.

wood fabric glass plastic



It is important that it is the right 
material!

is made of…
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Grouping Materials

Have a look at these objects...

How would you group them together?
Why would you group them that way?



We group materials as…

In science we group things together a lot…

These are called ‘States of Matter’



Can you find 3 objects that are solids?



Can you find 3 things that are liquids?



Can you think of 3 places you find gases?



Everything in the world is made of atoms!

YES! Everything!
How they are arranged gives us solids liquids or gases. 
Which do you think they are?





Were you 
paying 

attention?
Have a go at 
the game in 

your 
workpack.



What happens when you put a piece of 
chocolate in your hand?

What happens when you put water in the 
freezer?

What happens when you put water in the 
kettle?

What state does it start as and what state does 
it change to?



What happens when 
you put a piece of 
chocolate in your 

hand?

What happens when 
you put water in the 

freezer?

What happens when 
you put water in the 

kettle?

Solid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Solid

Gas







Were you 
paying 

attention?
Have a go at 
the sheets in 

your 
workpack.



Fun Task

Try the custard experiment… some 
things can be liquid and solid at the 
same time!

All you need is water, custard 
powder (not instant custard) or 
corn flower and a  strong bowl.
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